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In a nutshell, if you don’t know where all this knowledge and understanding came from, you really don’t 

understand all this knowledge and understanding. 

-Me, circa 2013 

 

I try to teach my own Honors Physics classes in the same manner; historically. That is to say I introduce the topic 

as a series of advancements that has simply culminated in the views and theories of today. So, in this unit, we 

will examine what the so-called Ancients knew, the advances throughout the Renaissance years up to Newton’s 

day, and the advances of the last two centuries, the so-called Modern years, that now is the basis of modern 

Cosmology. Strap in and get ready for a bumpy ride into the past. 

 

 
 

Chapter 1: 
Why Study History in Astronomy? 
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The Ancients This refers to the times before 500 BC. Even though we now have evidence of written astronomical 

events that predate 500 BC, this is the agreed upon time frame. Folks back then did, indeed, make observations. 

These include the motion of the sun & moon across the sky, the relatively slow motion of the background stars 

at night, the phases of the moon, the seasons, and the different locations of these celestial objects. This is when 

“time” actually became a measured quantity. You may have seen an old John Wayne western flick where he or 

an American Indian would refer to a time in the past as something along the lines of, “That was many moons 

ago”. In this reference, a “moon” represents to roughly one month; a complete cycle from full moon to full 

moon. Even the Ancients knew these cyclic phases. 

 

Exactly when astronomy became a real “study” is quite unknown. My 

personal thoughts are that Grog the Caveman tripped over a baby 

dinosaur, fell down thereby discovering gravity millions of years before 

Newton was born, and when he looked up at the sky from his prone 

position, he saw twinkling little stars thereby inventing astronomy. 

[NOTE: Man and dinosaur NEVER lived together. Dino died out 65 

MILLION years ago and “man” didn’t come along till about 50,000 

years ago.] 

 

What did they see when they looked up at the night skies? Before we 

get to that, we have to understand the night skies were quite different 

in 3000 BC than they are today. The ancients had crisp clear skies. We 

do not. Most of you have never even seen the hazy disc of our own 

Milky Way Galaxy or gazed in wonder at the vastness of the dark sky 

above your heads. This is because of two criminals; air pollution and 

light pollution. Air pollution consists of a cornucopia of particles that 

we (and sometimes volcanoes) throw into the air. These particles – soot, smog, CFC’s, carbon compounds – all 

serve to make our atmosphere more opaque (non-transparent) to the incoming light from far away stars. Light 

pollution is simply the inability to see dim light (from stars) because closer brighter lights (street lamps, car 

Ancient 
Astro 
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headlights, factory lights, parking lot lights, mall lights, light lights) wash out your eyeball’s ability to detect dim 

light. Below is an example of two views of the same thing, our own Milky Way galactic disc, from two spots on 

earth. 

 

 
Source: Wikipedia[4] 

 

Astronomy images of the same sky taken from a rural “backwoods” area (top) and a suburban area like 

Greenwich (bottom). Note the same two bright stars in the same location just right of center? What’s missing? 

Montana-ish 

Greenwich-ish 
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The rest of the few hundred BILLION stars of the Milky Way galactic disc. I often feel sad for your generation 

simply because you have never seen what I saw when I was a small human-child. Camping trips were, to me, an 

awe inspiring trip into the Universe. You guys look up and might be able to see a dozen stars. I looked up and 

saw countless blotches of star groups, the fuzzy blur of the Andromeda Galaxy, the wondrous Pleiades star 

cluster, the dirty streak in the middle of the Milky Way swatch. Ah, but I digress… 

The following long-exposure image of the New York City skyline shows what is called “skyshine”. There is so 

much light coming from the city and bouncing around in the local atmosphere, the entire air seems to light up 

and no stars can shine through. 

 
Source: Wikipedia[5] 

 

Where does this light come from? Take a look at the image below. 
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Source: Wikipedia[6] 

The above image is a NASA composite satellite image of the earth at night. One quick glance shows that 

wherever we humans live, we are producing light. All this light interferes with your view of the sky. So, when we 

talk in class of some of the things the ancients noted and why, then go outside to see them ourselves; don’t be 

too surprised if we simply can’t see what they saw. 

 

One of the very first ancient observations was based on the cyclic nature of the seasons. It is doubtful the 

ancients knew what caused the seasons, but it is certain they understood the repetitive nature of the four 

seasons we have. Why was this important? Agriculture. Most, if not all, civilizations had settled down into 

specific areas by 3000 BC due to agriculture; they grew and cultivated crops and livestock to live. It is very 

beneficial to an agriculturally based civilization to be able to foresee when the next planting cycle should begin, 

when the crops would be ready for consumption, when the fields would be too cold and/or too dry to worry 

about. So, even 5000 years ago, folks knew of the seasons and, more importantly, the angle (height) of the sun 

in the sky that would foretell these seasons. 

 

One of the first real evidences of the ancients’ seasonal knowledge is Stonehenge in Wiltshire, England[7]. These 

stones were assembled between 2400 and 2200 BC[9]. The below images shows the really cool construction of 

some sort of “temple” or just a fancy picnic area. 
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Wiki Commons Images[8] 

 

However, upon close examination, some interesting things started popping out. Mike Parker Pearson, of the 

Stonehenge Riverside Project and professor at the University College London Institute of Archaeology, published 

new research in 2013[10]. In it he states: 

 
One of our discoveries in 2008 was on the avenue that leads out of Stonehenge. As you are moving along the 
avenue away from Stonehenge, you are looking toward where the sun rises on the midsummer solstice. If you 
turn 180 degrees and look back toward Stonehenge, that's where the sun sets on the midwinter solstice. 
Underneath the avenue, we discovered a natural landform, formed in a previous ice age, where there are grooves 
and ridges that by sheer coincidence are aligned on that solstitial axis. 
Right next to this landform are pits dug to hold posts that were put up 10,000 years ago, much older than 
Stonehenge. Another archaeological team has discovered down by the river next to Stonehenge a huge settlement 
area for hunters and gatherers, which seems to have been occupied on and off for something like 4,000 years before 
Stonehenge itself was ever built. 
We think that long before Stonehenge this location was already a special place. These hunters and gatherers may 
have been the people who first recognized this special feature in the land where the earth and the heavens 
were basically in harmony. 

 

Take a look at the below image to interpret what Dr. Pearson states above. 
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Wiki Commons Image[11] 

 

It becomes kind of obvious that these stones and the surrounding markers were set up to detect the positions of 

the rising and setting sun and moon. Both these positions are direct observations of the seasons. So, we can 

consider Stonehenge as the first astronomical observatory. 

 

Constellations: Connect The Dots For Dummies. A constellation is a group of unrelated stars that some humans 

say make a shape of a deity, animal, or other shape. A purely human trait is to see order or recognizable objects 

in either random or unusual situations. This human trait is called pareidolia, a psychological phenomenon 

involving a vague and random stimulus (often an image or sound) being perceived as significant.[12] This is the 

cause of folks claiming to see Jesus Christ in a taco, Elvis on toast, the devil on a rose, an Astronomy teacher in 

the hallway. Following are some examples of pareidolia. 
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      Face on Mars    Skull Rose 

 

Cloud Heart    Face on Rock 

 

Jesus & Marilyn on Toast 
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The ancients looked up to the skies, saw a huge backdrop of bright and dim stars, and tried to make sense of it 

all by putting recognizable images up there. Take a look at one popular constellation: 

 
Recognize any shape or animal or person or other thing? The ancients did… 

 
Images Courtesy Thomas Arny 4th Ed[13] 

Wow. A lion named Leo? Really? 

 

How about this one? 

 
Images Courtesy Thomas Arny 4th Ed[13] 

A Swan named Cygnus? Huh? 

 

Wow. Here’s how the ancients did it: 
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Many more examples of this pareidolia effect are provided in the class PowerPoint presentation on Ch1: History 

of Astronomy. Keep in mind, these are simply fake images. There is no Big Bear (Ursa Major; Big Dipper) or Little 

Bear (Ursa Minor; Little Dipper). In fact, the popular Big Dipper has many names and shapes depending on which 

culture you subscribe to. 

The British call it a Plough. In Southern France, it is a Saucepan. The Skidi Pawnee Indians saw a stretcher on 

which a sick man was carried. To the ancient Maya, it was a mythological parrot named Seven Macaw. Hindu sky 

lore called it the Seven Rishis, or Wise Men. To the early Egyptians, it was the thigh and leg of a bull. The ancient 

Chinese thought of it as a special chariot for the Emperor of the Heaven or some other celestial bureaucrat. For 

the Micmac Indians of Canada's Maritime Provinces, along with several other North American Indian tribes, the 

bowl of the Big Dipper was a bear, and the stars in the handle represented hunters tracking the bear. And in the 
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nineteenth century, the Big Dipper became a symbol of freedom for runaway slaves, who "followed the Drinking 

Gourd" to the northern states. 

So, hopefully, I’ve convinced you that a constellation is not a thing, it’s a cultural idea brought on by humans 

wanting to see order where there is none. In fact, Orion’s belt, the very recognizable three bright stars all lined 

up, are nowhere near each other.  

 

 
It consists of the three bright stars Alnitak, Alnilam and Mintaka. Alnitak is a triple star system at the left end of 

Orion's belt, and is 736 light years (ly) from the earth. It is 100,000 times brighter than the sun. Alnilam  is 

approximately 1340 ly away from earth and is 375,000 times brighter than the Sun. Mintaka is 915 ly away and is 

90,000 times brighter than the Sun. So, are they in a line? Only as seen from earth. The middle star, Alnilam, is 

almost twice as far away from us as the other two, but is much brighter so it looks as bright as the other two. 

The following image is Orion in “3-D”; as seen from the side. Do you still see Orion’s Belt? Nope. 
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The Zodiac: Astrology Is Bull! Let’s get this straight right now. Astrology is not a science. It is not even based on 

science. It is hokum. Bunk. Lies. Worthless. Bull. 

 
Image Source: BadAstronomy.com[14] 

 

So, why do we even have the 12 Zodiac “Signs” anyway? 12 signs for 12 months. As the following image shows, 

these 12 signs are simply the constellations that lie along the ecliptic; the apparent path of the sun as seen from 

here on earth. 
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Credit: Thomas Arny, Explorations Text p27 

 

 

However, there are actually 13 constellations lying along the ecliptic. Note; 
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Image: Astronomy Magazine; October 2013 p12 

 

Ophiuchus, the Serpent Bearer, got kicked out for some reason. He is bigger by far than Scorpius, but Scorppy 

stayed. 

 
Simplified Celestial Sphere; Credit Google Images[15] 
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Notice where the zodiac constellations are? Yep. They are all where the sun appears in the sky as seen from 

earth. So, the Earth-Sun-Cancer lines up in August (left image below) while Earth-Sun-Taurus lines up in June 

(right image below). Find your “sign”.  

 
 

 

If you actually watch the night sky, you will notice stars rising from the east, moving slowly in unison across the 

sky, then set toward the west; just like the sun and the moon do every day. It is almost as if the stars are all 

attached to a hugely huge dome. They all move together and never seem to shift in their relative positions. The 

ancients noticed this and actually thought the stars were on a large blue glass dome they called the celestial 

sphere. This sphere is an imaginary globe that surrounds the earth where all the stars are located. Below is an 

image of our celestial sphere used in class.  

 

 
Our Celestial Sphere 
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So, the ancients noticed the sun, moon, and stars rotating around us. To explain this motion, the smart ones 

came up with the idea of the celestial sphere. Following are some early ideas using this celestial sphere idea. 

 
Image Credit: Google Images 

The above image is an old painting of the Universe. Note is includes the earth in the middle, typical of the 

ancient times, orbits of planets and the sun around the earth, and a shell around the outside where all the stars 

are. This shell is the celestial sphere. 

As mentioned, the ancient Greeks knew the world was round due to the shape of the Earth’s shadow during 

lunar eclipses. Here is an image describing the ancient Greek view of the Universe circa 1000 BC. 
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Notice the Greek view includes circles that held the stars, Moon, Sun, and Gods. Outside the ring of Gods reside 

the four seasons. Yes, even 3000 years ago, informed folks knew the world was round. However, take a close 

look at the Earth in the middle. 

 

 
 

Yes, the Earth was round, but everything lived on top of the ball. They didn’t have that gravity thing quite 

worked out yet… Just like any scientific theory, not everyone could break with tradition… 

 

Anaxagoras asserted around 500 BC that the earth was flat, surrounded by a blue glass dome… Idiot. 
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Flat Earth was surrounded by blue glass dome (sky) that had cracks where you could see the fires of Hell (stars). 

The flat Earth rested on the back of a giant elephant that caused earthquakes when moving. This elephant stood 

on the back of a giant turtle that swan in the seas of Heaven. Wow… 

 

Speaking of The Seasons  Oh, Boy. Here we go. What causes our seasons? Well, it took a while for the ancients 

to figure this one out. However, the Greeks knew 5000 years ago. Today’s kids simply don’t know or they think 

they know, but they are wrong. Not YOU guys, of course. YOU are the smart ones… 

 

You had better learn this now; this will be a question on every test you have in this course including the Final 

Exam. 

 

Yes, the earth travels around the sun in an elliptic orbit. Much more on the nature of an ellipse later. However, 

for now, all we need to know is that the earth travels in orbit in a “squished” circle. See below for an 

exaggerated ellipse. 

 

 
Image: WikiCommons [22] 

 

Notice the earth is close at one point of the year and far away at another. The nearest point, perihelion, is 

147,098,290 km (91,402,639 mi) away from the sun while the furthest, aphelion, is 152,098,232 km (94,509,459 

mi). However, this has nothing to do with the seasons! In fact, that closest point, called the perihelion, actually 

occurs around December 21! Yep, that the beginning of our WINTER! So, how in the world (pun intended) can 

we have winter when the earth is the closest and summer when the earth is furthest from the sun? 
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Simply the tilt of earth’s rotational axis. I know that sounds abstract at first, but check this out. As the earth goes 

around the sun, it also rotates on its axis. This axis is an imaginary line from North pole to South pole, sorta.  

 

 
 

However, that rotational axis isn’t straight up and down in relation to the path it follows around the sun. That 

axis is tilted 23.5o from the plane of the orbit. Take a look. 
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So, looking at the above image AND following the class LAB activity on the seasons, it is clear that it is the angle 

of the sun relative to your position on earth that matters, NOT THE DISTANCE TO THE SUN. In the image above, 

the Southern hemisphere is tilted toward the sun and is receiving direct sunlight thereby heating up more than 

us Yankees. We are tilted away from the sunlight and am receiving indirect sunlight thereby not heating up as 

much as those Australian criminals. 

 

So, where are the planets in all this mess? Yep, along the ecliptic on that imaginary celestial sphere. All the 

planets orbit the sun roughly on the same plane as the earth. They deviate up and down by just enough for us to 

see each one once in a while. Much more on planets later. 

 

So, enough of this weird stuff. Let’s get back to the real history. 

 

Classical Astronomy & the Shape of the Earth Even the ancients knew the world was round, as stated back on 

page 19. Pythagoras around 500 BC was teaching of a round earth based on some abstract geometric and 

religious reasons. Aristotle around 350 BC was teaching why the earth is round from an observational reasoning. 

Informed (smart) folks back in 350 BC knew we lived on a ball of rock. This was based originally on the shape of 

the earth’s shadow on the moon during a lunar eclipse. Every time a lunar eclipse occurred, smart folks noticed 

that the shadow of the earth as it sauntered across the moon’s surface was a circle.  

 

This sorta puts the old kibosh on the old false statement that Columbus proved the world was round, eh? In fact, 

the only folks in 1492 AD who still thought the world was flat were the Republicans. Wait, they didn’t come 

along and destroy science till after 1800 AD…  

To Sun 

Equator 
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The Size of the Earth Around 230 BC, the head of the Library at Alexandria, one of the Wonders of the Ancient 

World, was first to figure out how big the earth is. Eratosthenes was reading, like a good librarian would, that on 

a certain day in a certain place south of Alexandria the sun shone straight down a deep water well so folks could 

see the bottom. That meant the sun was directly overhead on that date in that little town called Syene. Now, 

Eratosthenes was a sharp cookie and realized that the sun never got directly overhead where he was in 

Alexandria. This is the same here in Greenwichtown; the sun never gets higher than 70o above the horizon. So, 

what does all this mean? 

We are going to actually calculate the size of the earth the same way Eratosthenes did during a collaborative 

online project with 20 or so schools from around the world during the Fall (Autumnal) Equinox in late September 

and the Spring (Vernal) Equinox in March. See: DTFizzix International Noonday Project 2013. 

 

Take a look at the image below. Notice that on that day, the sunlight was hitting Alexandria at an angle and 

hitting Syene head on. Using some basic geometry, good ole Eratosthenes showed that the angle his shadow 

makes with the straight line to the center of the earth represents a fraction of the entire circle that the surface 

of the earth makes. Using a simple proportion, after hiring a guy to walk from Alexandria to Syene and measure 

that linear distance accurately, he found the circumference of earth to astonishing accuracy. 

     Oops, sorry. Wrong shadow measurer Guy. 

http://dtfizzix.com/NoonDay2012.html
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We will learn this Eratosthenes stuff in much more detail right around each semester Solstice. Eratosthenes, of 

course, didn’t walk the distance between Alexandria and Syene; he paid a poor slob to do it for him. Back then, 

the measurement for long distance was the stadia. There are arguments over exactly what a stadia was. 

According to Herodotus (Greek historian 484–425 BC), one stadia is equal to 600 feet. However, there were 

several different lengths of “feet”, depending on the country of origin. According to Wiki, a stadia ranges from 

157 to 209 m. Since the distance measured from Alexandria to Syene was about 4400 stadia, that’s a large 

margin of error. So, did he do a good job? At best he got 40,000 km. At worst he got 21,000 km. The real 

circumference of Earth is 40,000 km. So, yeah. 

 

 

Motion of the Planets The ancients also watched things called “planets”; Latin for “wanderer”. Keep in mind 

that, back then, when I was a small child in 400 BC, everyone KNEW the earth was the center of the Universe. 

There was simply no doubt about it. Eudoxus, a Greek astronomer, made a pretty good geocentric model of the 

Universe pictured below. Notice, it has the typical Earth in middle with everything going around us; Moon, 

Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, then the celestial sphere with all the stars on it. Not a bad representation for 

the time. 
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Eudoxus Model, circa 400 BC 

 

Ptolemy, another Greek, made a better model around 150 AD. Ptolemy’s model actually explained a weird 

observation called retrograde motion.  

 
Mars retrograde motion. Image: APOD http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap031216.html 

 

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap031216.html
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This is when a planet, Mars usually, would stop moving across the sky from east to west like everything else and 

start moving backwards from west to east. Then it would turn around again and move east to west as usual. 

Weird. Ptolemy explained this by coming up with a weird idea of epicycles. [NOTE: Ptolemy probably stole the 

epicycle idea from Hipparchus who wrote about these weird backwards circles 300 years before Ptolemy in 150 

BC… Thief…] Look at the image below. Ptolemy (via Hipparchus) claimed that all these planets move in little 

circle as they move around the sun. So, these little circles (epicycles) make a planet actually move backwards 

then forwards then backwards the… on and on. You can see how silly this idea is today, but 2000 years ago, it 

made sense. 

 
 

 

 

Ptolemy’s geocentric idea held sway over the intellectual community for 1400 years till Copernicus came along. 

 

 
Ptolemy Geocentric Model. Notice, even Ptolemy used the Celestial Sphere idea. 
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Copernicus, a Polish monk, shattered Ptolemy’s view of the Universe by placing the sun at the center and the 

earth as only one of the planets circling the sun. Not only did this throw the scientific community a curve, but it 

threw the Catholic Church into fits. The Copernican Heliocentric (Sun-Centered) view explained most of the 

observations that had occurred during the 1400 years since Ptolemy posited his Geocentric (Earth-Centered) 

view. The epicycle thing never made sense from a physics viewpoint and by 1400 AD, we knew many of the 

distances between the planets and the Sun that Ptolemy used were simply wrong. See image below: 

 

 
Copernican Heliocentric Model 

Renaissance 
Astro 
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So, how does the Copernican Model explain that weird retrograde motion thing that caused Hippo and Ptolemy 

to think of epicycles? Simple. Mars is farther away from the sun than we are. When we are both going in the 

same direction, meaning both earth and Mars are on the same side of the sun, the earth passes Mars since we 

travel faster in our orbit! It’s the same thing as you passing a slower car on I-95. To you, it looks like that slower 

car is going backwards. Is it? Of course not! You are simply going in front of it. Ta da. 

 

Copernicus wasn’t just famous for formulating the sun-centered model. He used basic geometry to refine the 

distances between the planets. He did this via a method called parallax. We will demonstrate this in class during 

a LAB activity. His measurements of the orbital radii of each of the known 5 planets were basically dead on.  

 

Johannes Kepler; Thief & Theoretical Astrophysicist In the late 16th century, along came a guy named Johannes 

Kepler. He was a mathematician, not an astronomer. In fact, he made his money by traveling around and telling 

horoscopes and fortunes for rich gullible folk. He used astrology to earn a living. His problem was that he 

actually studied the mathematical models that foretold these astrological foretellings. He found many 

inconsistencies and half-truths. Being a mathematical genius, he wanted to find the truth. So, he set out to find 

the one guy in the world who was known to possess vast astronomical data, the infamous Tycho Brahe. Tycho 

was born into wealth and was quite spoiled. He had many personal problems, besides being a total jerkface, he 

was a total insomniac. He stayed awake every night of his adult life making accurate sketches of the night skies, 

labeling everything that moved and everything that didn’t move. His hand-drawn diagrams had the precision of 

a modern photograph. His data consisted of over 40 years of full night sky data. 

Upon meeting, Tycho and Kepler for some reason hated each other. Kepler was never Tycho’s assistant as is 

usually claimed in Astronomy textbooks and even several Wiki articles. Tycho would not share his data and 

would never even speak to Kepler. So, Kepler spent many frustrating years sans data. Not being a real 

astronomer, he was stumped. In 1601, Tycho died. Upon hearing of Tycho’s death, he beseeched Tycho’s 

wealthy family for Tycho’s data. He was turned down by them, also; apparently nobody liked Kepler. So, in a 

move that would make Bill Gates envious, he hired a few street thugs who broke into Tycho’s castle and stole all 

his data. Thief.  

 

Sometime around 1588, Tycho published his silly idea of the Universe. It was this weird traffic-jam marriage of 

Ptolemy and Copernicus’ models. Tycho put us at the center of the Universe with the moon and sun orbiting us, 

just like Prolemy did 1500 years earlier. However, and this is the weird part, Tycho had everything else orbiting 

the sun! Yep. Take a look at these: 
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Yeah, that would work… Told ya he was weird. We’ll chat during the History PPTX about just how weird he was. 

 

Now, with all this stolen data, Kepler was able to mathematically examine the inconsistencies with his astrology. 

It took him 19 years, but he finally came up with and published his Three Laws of Planetary Motion. These 

“Laws”, as you will soon see, are mathematical statements, not scientific Laws. Kepler was able to find several 

mathematical relationships between planets, the sun, and other moving things up there. However, he had no 

reasons why they were true. He just knew the math was good. 

 

Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion: 

1. All orbits are elliptical in shape, not circular. 

2. An imaginary line drawn from a planet to the sun will create equal area triangles during equal time 

periods. (We do a big LAB on this one…) 

3. The period of orbit squared is proportional to the average radius of orbit cubed. (Mini-LAB) 
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Kepler’s 1st Law: A very exaggerated ellipse. 

 
Image credit: http://hildaandtrojanasteroids.net/Aug25-10.html  

 

Kepler’s 2nd Law: Equal Areas in equal times. 

 
Image Credits: http://m.teachastronomy.com/astropedia/article/Keplers-Laws  

 

Kepler’s 3rd Law: T2R3 

 
Image Credit: http://m.teachastronomy.com/astropedia/article/Keplers-Laws  

http://hildaandtrojanasteroids.net/Aug25-10.html
http://m.teachastronomy.com/astropedia/article/Keplers-Laws
http://m.teachastronomy.com/astropedia/article/Keplers-Laws
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Galileo Galilei Yodel Eh He Hoo; The Guy With Two First Names  

 

 
Image: WikiCommons (Meme by me…) 

At the same time Kepler was feverishly diving into Tycho’s immense data, Galileo was proving Copernicus right. 

Galileo has many credits: foundations of gravity, projectile motion parabolics, the first Laws of Motion that 

Newton improved upon later … Contrary to popular belief, Galileo did not invent the telescope. That credit goes 

to Hans Lippershey, a German lens maker, in 1608, who actually was first to apply for a patent for his invention. 

Galileo simply made a really good telescope (for the times) and aimed it upward to the sky. Most other 

“telescopes” had been used for navigation; the famous “spy glass” used by Capt. Jack in Pirates of the Caribbean.  

 

No, wait!  

Yes, I am. 

I’m not always 
right about science, 
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So, what did Galileo see when he looked upward with his cool telescope? Two major things. The most important 

was that he was able to see Venus go through phases just like our moon does. The phases and the positioning of 

Venus with respect to the sun left no doubt at all that Venus was orbiting the sun, not the earth. He also looked 

at Jupiter and saw four things orbiting it. These are still called the Galilean moons: Ganymede, Io, Europa, & 

Callisto. Since these “moons” orbited Jupiter, it made sense that Jupiter was a planet just like the earth. 

 

 
 

This conclusively proved the Copernican Model of the Universe and killing the Ptolemy Model. However, the 

establishment of the time was the Catholic Church which believed and taught the Ptolemy Model since “God 

would necessarily put us at the center”. Even though Galileo was famous and even a buddy of the Pope, the 

Church charged him with heresy and brought him in front of an Inquisition (a one-sided trial). Galileo's 

championing of heliocentrism was controversial within his lifetime, when most subscribed to 

either geocentrism or the Tychonic system (mentioned earlier).[18] He met with opposition from astronomers, 

who doubted heliocentrism due to the absence of an observed stellar parallax. [18] The matter was investigated 

by the Roman Inquisition in 1615, and they concluded that it could be supported as only a possibility, not an 

established fact.[19] Galileo later defended his views in Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems, which 

appeared to attack Pope Urban VIII and thus alienated him and the Jesuits, who had both supported Galileo up 

until this point.[18] He was tried by the Inquisition, found "vehemently suspect of heresy", forced to recant, and 

spent the rest of his life under house arrest.[20] It was while Galileo was under house arrest that he wrote one of 

his finest works, Two New Sciences, in which he summarized the work he had done some forty years earlier, on 

the two sciences now called kinematics (physics) and strength of materials.[21] 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_parallax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galileo_Galilei#cite_note-Isabelle_Pantin_1999-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Inquisition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dialogue_Concerning_the_Two_Chief_World_Systems
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_VIII
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jesuits
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galileo_Galilei#cite_note-Isabelle_Pantin_1999-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two_New_Sciences
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strength_of_materials
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Isaac Newton & The Age of Enlightenment  Where to begin with Uncle Isaac? He accomplished so much in such 

a diverse field of work that it has been argued he was the greatest scientist of all time. I personally think Einstein 

kicked his 17th century buttocks, but that’s just my opinion… We will cover Newton’s achievements in much 

more detail in Chapter 3. For now, let’s remember Kepler. He made three Laws of Planetary Motion that 

remained a mathematical curiosity more than anything since there were no explanations of them. It reminds me 

of the Bode-Titius Law of the 18th century.  

 

Bode’s Law; published 1715[22]: A 19th century astronomer, Bode, and a mathematician, Titius, 

came up with a mathematical “Law” that “explained” why the planets are where they are. 

Follow this if you can. 

1. Start with the mathematical sequence n = 0, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, 384… [0, 3, then 2x 

each preceeding #. Why? Don’t ask.] 

2. Add 4 to each #. Why? Don’t ask. So now, n = 4, 7, 10, 16, 28, 52, 100, 196, 388, … 

3. Divide each # by 10. Why? Again, don’t ask. Now, n = 0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 1.6, 2.8, 5.2, … 

 

This last sequence, according to Bode, is the distances to each planet from the sun as measured in AU’s, 

Astronomical Unit. Remember from earlier, the AU is the distance from earth to sun; it equals 1.5x1011 m or 

about 93 Million miles. Here is a comparison of Bode’s #’s and reality: 

 

Planet Mercury Venus Earth Mars ??? Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune 

Bode # 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.6 2.8 5.2 10.0 19.6 38.8 

Real # 0.39 0.72 1.0 1.52 2.77 5.2 9.54 19.2 30.06 
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Was he right? Well, as a mathematical oddity, yes. There are some very interesting things we notice here. He 

predicted something should be at 2.8 AU, but there was nothing there. Or is there? Look it up. There is no 

conclusive science that can back up this “Law”, so it is simply a mathematical curiosity. We know from Newton’s 

Laws and now from Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity (studied MUCH later…) that planets can be anywhere 

they want to be. 

 

Anyway, Newton (1642-1727) was born the same year Galileo died! Coincidence? Yeah. Kepler died 12 years 

before Newton was born. However, Newton was not only a scientific genius, but a mathematical genius as well. 

Remember that Kepler was a great mathematician, but lacked the scientific knowledge or hutzpah to explain his 

math. Early in Newton’s scientific career, he devised Three Laws of Motion based on earlier work of Galileo. 

Basically, Newton took Galileo’s science and put math to them and turned them into scientific Laws. He then 

devised one of the greatest breakthroughs in science ever: the Law of Universal Gravitation. He deduced that 

the same force that makes an apple fall from a tree (doubtful he was ever hit in the head by one…). This lead to 

his great gravity equation that we will be using all year, so you might as well learn it now. 

 

2

21

R

MM
GFG   

FG = Force of gravity between two masses 

G = Universal Gravitation Constant. Equals 2

2
111067.6

kg
mNx  always 

M1 & M2 = Mass of the two objects that have gravity between them 

R = Distance between the centers of the two masses. 

 

 
 

This equation does nothing more than define the force of gravity everywhere in the Universe. That’s all.  

 

Now, Newton, somewhere along the line, received a letter from another scientist who asked about the Kepler 

Curiosity as it was sometimes called. Newton took one look at it and knew the explanations of each of Kepler’s 

Laws based on his own gravitational work. His proof of Kepler’s Laws 50 years after Kepler died is still one of the 
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greatest works of scientific/mathematical analysis in science history. It is called Newton’s Synthesis. Allow me to 

expound. 

 

WARNING! Scary Math ahead… Honors Necessary. 

The following image is my chalkboard in Rm 945. We’ll use it as a basis so I don’t have to re-write everything; I’m 

lazy that way.  

 

First, notice that I start with Kepler’s 3rd Law: 
3

2

R

T
k  . ‘k’ is Kepler’s Constant. He found that this ratio of T and R 

yields the same number all the time for every planet. Why? He didn’t know. Newton took one look at this ratio 

and said (I paraphrase, of course), “This is intuitively obvious to the most casual observer.” He didn’t tell me 

what he said… So, Newton realized that all planets were in orbit due to the mutual gravitation between it and 

the sun. He also realized that if a planet is in orbit, it must be following a curved path at all times; something he 

called “centripetal” motion. From a simple physics argument, this curved motion must be caused by gravity from 

the sun; otherwise the planets would go flying off into space for a one-way ticket to coldsville. So, all Newton did 

was to equate his gravity equation with his “curved motion” equation. 
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Gravitation Force →
2

21

R

MM
GFG   

Curved Motion → 
R

Mv
Fc

2

   

(Here, v is velocity and R is radius of the curved path) 

 

So,       

R

Mv

R

MM
G

FF cG

2

2

21 



 

 

 

 
 

Here’s another angle so we can finish this mathematical scary thing. 
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So, all Newton did was a little basic algebra. Cancelled ME, mass of Earth from both sides, changed v into d/t 

where d (distance traveled) is the circumference of the orbit, C = 2R. He ended up with: 

 

3

224

R

T

GM S




 

Now, remember Kepler’s 3rd Law? The right side of the above equation is his 3rd Law. Is the left side of Newton’s 

equation also a constant? Yep. Every letter used on the left is a constant including the mass of the sun. Doing the 

math, Newton calculated his constant (the left side) and got the exact number that Kepler did (the right side). Ta 

da! 

 

In short, Newton was the first astrophysicist. He applied physics to explain the motions of astronomical objects. 

Beyond observations and hypotheses, no one before Newton had the mathematical/scientific capabilities to put 

the two together.  

 

And thus endeth the firsteth lessoneth.  
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Chapter 1 Resources 

Powerpoint: http://dtfizzix.com/AstroPPTs.html 

 DIRECT LINKS:  Full PPTX - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Astro-Ch1-PST.pptx  

    PDF Format (Smaller) - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/ Astro-Ch1-PST.pdf  

    Narrated Video - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/History Of Astronomy/  

 

Homework: 

 Complete List: http://dtfizzix.com/AstroHWSchedule.html  

 

 Chapter 1 Specific:  

 1. Google Form 9 Q’s: 

 https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1MKqvnvsCeHXxdW-MrrfD6mVRwPfnNf8itSFyfqpIeQc/viewform  

 2. Celestial Sphere Interactive: Click and play. Write a short report on anything you learned and send to  

me via email. 

 http://astro.unl.edu/naap/motion2/animations/ce_hc.html 

 

 

 

LABS: 

 Kepler’s 1st Law 

 Kepler’s 2nd Law 

 Kepler’s 3rd Law (Paperwork Only) 

 Kepler’s Mars Orbit Tracking 

  TEACHER NOTE: Kepler Mars Orbit LAB Solutions PDF VERSION 

                  Kepler Mars Orbit LAB Solutions Interactive PPTX Version 

Horoscopes 

 NoonDay Collab Activity 

Parallax  

 Bode’s Law 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://dtfizzix.com/AstroPPTs.html
http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Astro-Ch1-PST.pptx
http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/AstroIntro-Scaling-2012-PST.pdf
http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/History%20Of%20Astronomy/
http://dtfizzix.com/AstroHWSchedule.html
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1MKqvnvsCeHXxdW-MrrfD6mVRwPfnNf8itSFyfqpIeQc/viewform
http://astro.unl.edu/naap/motion2/animations/ce_hc.html
http://www.dtfizzix.com/LABS/Keplers2ndLaw.pdf
http://www.dtfizzix.com/LABS/Planet%20Stuff.pdf
http://www.dtfizzix.com/LABS/TrackingMars.pdf
http://www.dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Kepler-Mars-LAB.pdf
http://www.dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Kepler-Mars-LAB.pptx
http://www.dtfizzix.com/LABS/ASTRO-HoroscopeLAB.pdf
http://www.dtfizzix.com/NoonDay2012.html
http://www.dtfizzix.com/LABS/ParallaxLAB.pdf
http://www.dtfizzix.com/LABS/BodesLaw.pdf

